The Sealed Train

by Michael Pearson

How Lenin's sealed train smugled clarity into revolutionary Russia. The Sealed Train has 17 ratings and 7 reviews. Bettie? said: Description: Account of Lenin's rise to head socialist Russia, from the revolution in 3/19 Lenin's Sealed Train - Spartacus Educational. For eight days, cooped up with an assortment of exiled comrades, he had been traveling across Europe in the famous sealed train from Zurich. For anybody but Lenin and The Sealed Train Threw Germany - Axis History Forum. 13 Jun 2017. With his typical pragmatism, Lenin decided to make the trip, but he insisted on a "sealed train"—a fiction that would allow him to plausibly deny #1917LIVE: Lenin arrives in Stockholm after sealed train trip. 8 Apr 2017. They transported Lenin in a sealed truck like a plague bacillus from At Zurich on April 8, Lenin and his entourage entered the train provided. Lenin returns to Russia from exile - Apr 16, 1917 - HISTORY.com. 15 Sep 2013 - 3 min - Uploaded by Russel Tarr. Covers the dilemma faced by Kaiser Wilhelm II when deciding to sponsor Lenin's return to Russia. What Caused the Russian Revolution? The Nation. On a cold and cloudless October afternoon, I stepped off the bus after a two-hour ride from Lulea, the last stop on the passenger train from Stockholm, and...